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PAPI
Daddy don’t talk
Use to call him papi
Now I call myself lindo
Lack of mentor created many mentors
In fairytales, in novellas, in friends and teachers
Ideas of masculinity discussed, So what who
cares.
The idea of a “definition”
Que lindo eres, I tell myself
Que lindo eres
Ai que lindo soy yo
Social media “helps” to define thy self
Hot topic, Macys, denim, Music.
Whose on your side?
FEAR
It’s what you learn after praying
To Gods “chosen” son,
Chosen in parenthesis
The cross so tall presses up against me crushing
my very existence.
Guilt.
Shame.
What one is taught in systems projected by colonial powers.
Absent past
According to “whiteness” first generation
Still cherishes La Virgen. A genuine love for
mother, but
Why so much fear.
Burthed a Sodomite my most desired career.

Chupando lo que me da el gana,
Comiendo maricones como un restaurant de maricon
FISH
A fishy ass sodomite, sounds so sweet.
Like a fisherman knee deep in cum. So salty.
A grey fog sweeps upon my front steps. Near the
ocean Yemaya.
Steps with history taken over by a blonde with a
crown of roses.
Blanca we’ll call her.
Blanca
Who purchased/stole/pillaged land apparently
owned by illegal bodies.
Blanca, her body stands against a history.
Her privileged history, that tacky crown of roses.
A face lift with lip injections
Trash
Daddy thought he was nothing compared to whiteness, compared to those with money.
The joke of existence - CLASS.
Projected capital. Truly conceptual Art.
True evil. A perfect abstract painting, an idea so
surreal
Forced to live in cement cemetaries using earths
blood to move.
A walking contradiction shackled to invisible cuffs.
A perfect credit score
Whatever the fuck that means.
Where do you see yourself? And why does history
haunt our reality.

Looking to films and TV to get away
Friends listen to drum beats, a poetic possession
by ancient gods.
Unrealized. Lack of context, lost on drugs, lost in
cinema.
Mostly stories of others
Never my story.
Never your story.
These obsessions with fake people, still images,
constructed worlds.
An acted feeling, our future.
Worries me so deeply.
So much worry to the point of truly becoming
what I hate.
The new normal
A capitalist truly believing in these invisible shackles.
My father
Me.
Taxes paid no question about it
Ignorant, still begging for some truth.
A truth yet to be defined.
The purpose for so many religions, religions who
have fought throughout humanity.
Religions who prove that people will usually always hate another who is different.
Obsessed with power.
Ego
Fragile people
Us.
Yet they still have no idea where their water comes
from.
Forced, taught, to not understand.

There must be something hidden by those with
power
Intimate knowledge of other
Maybe Palo Alto knows
Our brains, so intricate, our belief
So intimate like a flower
Creating things out of nothing, or something
I do not know
Our body a constant battle
A flawless death drop.
So much beauty
So much ugliness
Soil for the earth
One day we will become one
For now
It’s an all out war for the truth.

Manifest
Our history
Constantly erased by bias
folx
Prayers to white idols
Taught to feel powerless
Controlled
Have you met Jesus?
A symbol. Birth of Capitalism
Caused to manipulate
Euro ideal a Western Manifestation
I believe in Earth
Body roots when spirit flees
In dirt recreation
Realization
Of ancient teachings
Laughing en route
Searching for some wind of
truth.

Power-Suit
Ripe
Femme top Ms. Blouse, puckered lips
Walking underneath blueish grey Skys
She pets her holy lamb in pink
Neon eyes, projected “other.”
No signs of pain. Scents of lavender.
Rusty green metal doors open. A walk in the park.
While birds chirp in holy prayer.
Miss pink
Religious clown
In her power suit, obscure red hair
A little mermaid
The Mermaid
My sisters name Lorelei
Laughs. Giggles. In all her glory.
Calling out to good men
Those bad fall into jagged cliffs.
Her smile widens
A walk in the park
Nothing new
High priestess
All powerful judge
Sweet peach. By the seaside.
On the train.
Buried in hallow ground
Un bruja
Holding dried brush to save her sisters
Those that are good. Pure hearts
Humble thoughts
Such luscious lips
Goddess
Power suit.

Puro Silencio
& I thought I would hear something new.
So present en mi tierra
Wounds still fresh.
Do they remember something so new on the
horizon
I guess.
Such old news still penetrates my reactions.
There is a comfort in not remembering.
For them forgetting
My privilege
Present in this space.
Spiritual embarker.
Confronting things invisible to the naked eye.
Back home I’m told to define.
Add and subtract my identity
Categorized
During full moons please just let me live
Subconscious bursts out histories of guilt and
struggle in my people.
Your saint, my prosecutor.
Your ancient traditions, my own reality.
My people believed.
My French manicure scratching into new terrains
of dust particles and broken earth.
Mounds of dirt presented to present tradition
Long brown hair adorned in silver turquoise.
In your land, a ghost of recent past.

In America, our ancient land, to Spain our dead
beat dad.
Sometimes it’s as if Napoleon was just here.
The beginning of plantations, so clearly these
images and ancient ruins that have been left behind.
Still stand.
Hybrid identity a thirst for wine, his blood
The blood that makes men mad.
Shame.
A time of consequences.
Remembering the missions of California, celebrated architecture
Incubator of trauma and olive trees.
I come bringing hope.
A sisterhood of engendered lovers, subversive in
thought
Of our conceived reality
Us
Holding magic
Given to us from the very beginning.
Isn’t that why they’ve tried to hurt us for so long.
Our stories now heard then ever before
A society sleep walking up to a Sunday morning
mirror
Too tired to cause a fire
Too tired to equalize our pain
Too tired to even mention your name
& inform you of what you have done
To us.

Today I am calm
Today I understand
But for tomorrow
Not yet an answer.

For B
Gurt-A-Mutha-Fukn-Lert
My BRAVA babe
You were wearing a see through black dress
when I met you,
and so we began our friendship, at La Cita
The best dancer
She was in the suburbs back then, at the same
time I met Chris
Together we gurtled, had the most fun, and created art.
I will always remember your mantra
NAMAS-GURT
The times we spent with the Gurt collective
Making performances,
throwing decadent parties,
creating really confusing but truly very deep artworks
I mean
We created meaning out of nothing, and looked
good doing it.
You were one of my first friends when I moved
into this alternative reality called Los Angeles.
You were always sweet to me, loving in every
way
In retrospect even when you got sassy it was so
adorable.
#Scorpio

Times like these make me think of how our body
is so limiting,
And I think Brenda understood that the most.
I honor her past, her perception of gender, her
culinary arts
#ShesPlating
Her fashion, her beauty, her intellect and kind
spirit
Ahead of her time, but what is time.
So wise, I truly loved her.
She is family
In queer spaces like hers its important to value
our friends as chosen family.
To be there for one another especially during
mental hardships.
There are no rules to this game called life.
Possibilities are endless and I wish the best for everyone in this room.
Ms. Gurta
Your obviously not gone, your spirit continues
with me on my adventures
I can hear you whispering in my ear after a sweet
kiss
“Gurt Alert!”
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Horchata Cold Brew
En el medio
Buscando mi razón
La raza de nosotros
En diferente partes del mundo
Pero ahora
Cerca de las palmas y los nopales
Soy el único
Llorando por mi raza
Quien soy yo
Birthed in Santa Ana winds
A dabbler of cultures
Me dicen es por ser Americana
Chicago taught me who I was
Still in search
LA facade
Horchata cold brew
A taste of cinnamin
Un puta on Sunset
Sweet with problematic histories, problematic
tendencies.
Missing the days of teenage skaters in ignorance
Mota on the beach, the beach for Blancas.
Reminiscing in hybrid identity, My identity
changes.
It is Situational.
Cuando vivi en Jalisco my llamaron Fresa.
Cuando vivi en Chicago me llamaron Maricon.
Cuando vivi en Nueva York me llamaron Broke
Ass.

En Los Angeles ni me llaman.
Y asi es
Sunset has become my home
Gentrification has become apart off my identity
What once was a native trail now a piece of cement broken by industry.
Still a portal into other dimensions
A dimension of another race
I laugh sometimes at everyones projection of reality.
When religions take ownership of identification
and defining why.
When there really is no hierarchy of person.
Jesus Christ. Witchcraft. Trump.
I’ve prayed in Catholic Churches
I’ve mourned there too
In Downey with cholos tatted to the nines, in
skull inscribed lowriders.
Bougie in Polanco served and a servant to Hollywood “elite.”
Sitting here on the streets calm like a wolf
Drinking.

Power On
Your light burns bright
My rent satisfied
You make me cry, you make me
mad, you make me feel.
My love for you: Safe
Flat body. Hot touch.
Source for communication
Do you ever listen?
Losing myself
Lost understanding
Disturbed voice
Completely fried mind
Why so safe
Turns off
But then turns back on
My choice.

Being
Powdered face in all white
Rouge lips, hungry ghost
Hair pitch black
You can see there bones
Walking into woods
Shouting with agony
Later laughing, playing with birds
Hair to the floor, nude
Piercing amber eyes
Snow White body moving
Slow motion actions, passing pinewood trees
To a cut down forrest leading to cement monoliths
This being lurks
Passing playgrounds, schools, homes, your
home.
Smiling at youth
Being
Crawls into a suburban basement
Down below young lad on speed yells at passions voice
Holding barbells, what a body
What a drug
Being touches his skin
Pink marble
Whispers in his ear
The truth
Blind
Lad can’t even understand
Beings nails so long, cutting into youths divide

Loss
Still the lad doesn’t notice
Hyper rage for perfection
The being laughs once again
Eternal youth a misery
Mysterious Being
Tours the streets so cunning
Lad content in a gabber spell
Grasshopper chirps, calls out to being
“Back to the woods my dear.
With time this lad will understand your
fear.”

Merde
Fukt
Present in bullshit imagery, projected by western blanche.
An aesthetic. Apparent obviousness
The culture of today and tomorrow
Or so we have been told
He told me he had never heard of Oprah.
I laughed not shocked
This constipated human without understanding
Never taught
I glisten, understanding.
Choosing what to take in.
Choosing what to ignore
Those who are ignorant
A future forgotten
Thoughts of the dead. Below me catacombs of
history
Broken skulls
A memory
Culture suicide
Our mother, a couture.
Swimming in acid. Our body never burns
For passing I have endured
Birthed a middle ground with an ancient
passed
A privilege to teach those who say stupid
things
Pieces of shit

Liquid diareaha
Merde, as they call it
Privileged men un-queer / un-clear
UNDERSTAND
Gender defined, by who?
She still doesn’t understand
He still doesn’t understand
They still don’t understand
We
Will never learn
Full circle widens
Munching broken glass knowing it will come
out the other end
Born to consume
Still not sure what is good and what is bad
But the scent of shit,
I 		 Understand.
We 					Understand.
They 								Understand.

Hear
Gust of wind, deceased brush, crushed by the
living.
Swept away
Our pet calls to his kin
Fresh and new technology doesn’t know where
to begin.
Weeping woman in iron silk
Closed eyes on piles of fresh dirt, buried in
history.
Some with capitalist sin, a monument to reality
Subjected to time
Acting for resistance
My blind eye O so blind
Our pet still laughs when we pass on by
Greasy old man walks alone dressed as grey
Skys
Mossy trees ancient tradition
Gravel markers such a significance
Wearing an orange suit amongst the dead
I hear you call out
Heard from distant silence
A hole
Gauged open dried brush
Crushed twigs
Pet calls
Alone.

AWAKEN FROM YOUR TROUBLED SLEEP

This is just an introduction. This is just a preview. A post
before the main event. Welcomes “her” in. To our space.
Leaps and bounds honey, leaps and bounds. A character study. Special shout out to my Soundcloud playlist.
Take this moment to take a selfie. and have a seat. Social
media is strongly encouraged. There are refreshments to
the left of the James Turrel. We remind you to not step on
an any Nazi graves. There ghosts haunt this space. #thankyou for understanding.
Much love,
The Function.
Constructed
Colonized
Confused
In the presence of idols and self affirmation, even when its
deadly. Splits in and creates terms.
Here: in this place. Nazi ghosts, admire these delicate stone
carvings by Vikings. Tall blonde blue that and the other.
They have me deciding “hot/or not”
Should I like it. This fucked history and unpredictable future.
The dick swells. Desire. Thats her name.
Daddy issues, Daddy told you, Daddy side eyed
he wasn’t who he was. In Newport, back of the kitchen,
Guerros do it better. BEEF WELLINGTON HONEY BEEF
WELLINGTON.

IDEAL? girl please. I’ve walked in these woods. Stepped on all
these damned forsaken spirits.
Only pure bred dogs shit on there souls.
Idealism can NOT suck my dick today. Not female Not Male.
Don’t let me fool you.
Call me human. Call me other. Call me by name. huh. Desire.
Names change.
Check into cashed. Whats your line of credit. Cache away.
What if I gave you some money, would you take it? Interested
cuz ya know, the interest just went up! Visa-a-vi VISA MASTER CARD.
We hide ourselves in image making. Whats your image? Cinematic entities edited. A selfie prescribed Nihilist. O wait let,
me take a picture. For proof! DUH or else it didn’t happen.
Look at your surroundings, beyond the Fjord, there’s content.
O believe me theres content. Are you content?
In this colonized Continent.
No DISes just contemplations. Constellations. Consisting of
Condensation. WET. YUP
Off shore trust. A swiss account. Tax havens. We loose
it all don’t we. The industry of tax avoidance. Trust fund
kids on coke while the oppressed fume with anger. Pay
your taxes honey. Making money off of bankruptcy. Corruption is like so fucking in right now. Like. Corrupted. And they
call us wild? Those without power. Wildness. Real quickly lets
spin the color wheel. All color, No color. Let’s cooperate. Not
black not white who are you. Transcendent light. How do you
define yourself?

Your eye color doesn’t matter but what does matter is
what you see. Man from the audience comes up and takes
my mic. PRIVILEGED. In his Hugo boss suit and Chanel
shoes. Disagrees. Smells of expensive oppressive cologne.
DEATH. A HE. Yes I said it A HE. HE says I’m wrong. In
whatever language HE grew up knowing. Privelaged. Aren’t you sick of these people, I tell him. I tell you. He declares. And vaguely I might add. “It all matters,” and in
some ways he’s right. “But look beyond the artifice homie.”,
I tell him.
SO frightened he shivers but then realizes his privilege
and starts to laugh. I file my nails. Sharply. The thirst for
blood.
Staring into his whatever eyes. What color do you think
his eyes were. Exactly.
I use my magic, the power of Olodumare.
1011010111011011101110111101111101011110.
True/False. YES/NO. THIS/THAT.
I Give him a quick kiss on HIS cheek. HIS last breathe.
HIS soul slips out his mouth like a trendy Harry Potter
casted spell in the presence of a dementor. A sign of death.
Meaning. Relevancy. Eyes darkened. This Kiss of death. A
kiss of transformation.
State your promise. State your truth. Slay your oppressor.
A virus. THAT light refracted imagery of projected depictions of what you were taught. No honey not a projector.
Tell yourself, especially those friends not deemed “Normal.” Opposing these fucked up ideas of Normalcy. Bathing in new oceans created by our salty tears.

Are you sharing? Share holders. Shares thoughts.
Thoughtfully. Of supremacy.
Blessed by strange things. Banks. Capital. Things that cannot be defined. I’m sorry do I bore you? Switches the subject. The subject changes. 8 times before you can actually
relate. Relational. As if. Sings of bliss to calm down visitors. Visitors of other interpretations of what “This” actually “is.” Don’t sweat it. Your thinking to much. They want
you to stop thinking. A new sale at your favorite fashion
brand ! 2 McDoubles, fries, a coke, and some diabetes.
Only 100 kroner!! And fuck it let’s add a chocolate sundae.
We slave for you.
Guilt.
Weeping, appreciating this scene surrounding us, never
forgetting us. Outside of cement cemeteries and into natural feelings that are meant to be. Calling us. Angry at us.
We feel you Gaia.
Enough. Enough please. Please Please Please. I beg of you.
This virus. Misunderstanding upon misunderstanding.
Choosing to not listen. The illusion of capital. Whiteness.
Nothingness. Do you hear them?
The african drums play loudly, calling our names. Our
colonized soul starts to break down.
Half the audience faints. Some Men start running into the
woods. Some sit and listen open eyed. A revelation.

Woke women stare up into the stars. Yes that Moon is real.
There’s something out there.
We all start Breathing slowly as if something had penetrated the fragility of men.
The fragility of race. The fragility of fear and religion.
Fear the unknown honey, but you best jump to THIS
reality. Save your neighbors. Family. Friends. Animals.
Insects.
Earth.
Touch and be touched, the way you want and in your
terms. Wake up from these dreams.
Remember.
And awaken from your troubled sleep.
Realize what has been given to you.
Never let someone take that away from you.
Broken promises.
The definition of rules. Race. Questioning who we are.
This body is so limiting, and this is what its about.
Figuring it all out.

Wound
Knife to heart
Bloody wound
A broken ink pen, wet dress
His favorite one
Hairy femme
Bloody ground
Drips slowly on my eye
All I see is red.
Like a stream, into my mouth
Tastes of iron
My friend
Bathing in you every day
My sister
Curtain falls, but honestly in consistent motion
Your heels, broken
A world without understanding complexities
Cistems
Fuck Websters why define
Communicate with me in signs
Bloody eyes
A government sustained by broken souls
Souls they’ve broken
Fears, tears, beers
Better yet Queers
Chosen fam, belonging
Love felt by understanding
A smile
Ideas taught by trust

Standing here in your bloody brilliance
Spirit left, still roaming
My humbled cunt
True believer looking out the window
A new dimension found
I hold on to your last breath as you dance away
My tears
Your blood
Loved.

Never Forget (and yet still forgetting)
Do you ever forget?
Realizing
Your never going to figure. This. Out.
Right, at least not in this life.
Dips into mud
In her/his/there own augmented reality.
Plays Candy Crush.
Lose yourself in the music. These screens. A wifi
password
Thank you barista!
What we do to pass the time by
Damn...did you see that new movie?
I love your blush!
Responds, “ It’s Organic. I met the farmer”
One less GMO double cheeseburger lipstick togo.
The cows name was Bobby Fuentes.
Scrolls
A highly relatable meme
Oppression Olympics on facebook.
I’m this - your that - I’m actually from this place
1st
11th
8th
69th
Generation. Millenial. Depression.
OMG I like totally hate Capitalism.
But like...thank you government, O wait I hate
the government.
Changes mind 100 more times before realizing
he/she/they may not exactly know whats actually
going on.

Well ya know I’m part chupacabra part Tunisian
bat.
FML
Born in America
YES HONEY YOU ARE AMERICAN
A casuela if you will, a boiling pot of trauma and
capital
What banks do you fuck with?
Puts her money under her temperpedic mattress
Mad at the world? Kinda.
Changes mind 4 more times.
A list of survival techniques.
When your in a room and everyone talks about insurance and loans
Whatever passes that time by
A Bye bye bye
Next you’ll be performing in Las Vegas
We were all born to perform
Una locura.
Que crazy no, que crazy homie.
White bro wit tattoos says, “Whats up homie.”
They like, “Sup bro.”
Aww that cis-het was loved
Never gives him the time of day,
He’s been told he’s such a great performer for way
too long.
It takes some of us awhile to realize that we are all
great performers.
ABSO-LUTELY worth it.
Cuz if it’s worth it let me work it.
Shadows.
You Me and everyone else we know

You won’t find that shadow on Insta.
Series of images of seemingly worth while mundane actions.
FUCK
That self prescribed anxiety of comparisons.
Jessicas all like, “ If you think about it, it’s documentation of their performance, their LIFE performance.”
La Vida
La Vida
La Vida
Capricosa.
Remember
A ‘Paquita la del Barrio’ moment
Lists of brands to get your attention because its
easy to relate to.
Another list of rappers, because you understand
that shit instantly.
Like a telenovela.
Rich VS Poor.
Blahblahblah Class blahblahblah
Bury yourself physically and digitally
01111001001000100011110
11001010001010
010
0101010010101010,
010010
1
Olaf, and of course other comic relief characters
And yet
Your alarm rings
I guess it’s time to go to work.

MUTTER
Thou shalt not speak
Speaks when spoken to, scared.
Leaves the room when your presence is near,
Not new illiterate tongue.
Dyslexic feelings opposed, oppressed and impressed pressing
up against thy shoulders
Teacher asks students, “How many of you suffer?”
Everyone raises their hands.
Young boy from Huejucar 1st generation American raises hand
Teacher stares out into football practice,
Quarterback throws ball hitting head of westside cheerleader
Tiffany
Everyone laughs
Her mother owns Pinkberry.
Teacher laughs from inside while thinking to herself,
“ Why do I get paid so little...maybe its for the insurance.
Teaching kids about systems...systematically.”
STATIC
The class freezes in time. Bell rings. Nobody moves.
Is this that and the other actually unnecessary.
Camera pans.
Maybe uniforms do make sense. Cruel kids say don’t speak.
No hablas
A haze in our minds
The next step, we fall.
Trying to float up.
The past presses upon our breasts.

Old and new. Runs.
Jumping into the ocean. Swims out to blissful horizon
A void. Never avoiding the real truth
Stop standing still, I bet that screens gotcha
New age addicted. Whats your status?
Jokes aren’t just jokes but caught feelings
Twenty 18 year old guys in a sauna smiling so hard there lips
rip open.
Eight 13 year old girls spray painting ‘ Let me live’ outside the
New York stock exchange building.
Camera pans to a famous outdoor mall from the suburb you
grew up in,
It’s empty.
Is this the end?
Stuck.

NIGHT SWEAT

NIGHT SWEAT

Let’s talk about class baby
Let’s
about class baby
Let’s about
thetalk
Patriarchy

Let’s about the Patriarchy

It’s expensive to stay alive.
It’s expensive to be healthy.
It’s
expensive
to
stay
alive.
Queer mexicana no money uninsured, lungs filled with tainted
It’s uncharted
expensive
to be healthy.
river water,
territories.
UltimateQueer
hustle search
for ones
mexicana
notruth.
money uninsured, lungs filled
Someone’s little problem, my big problem.
with tainted river water, uncharted territories.
They probably take it for granted.
Ultimate
hustle
search
for
ones
truth.
Financial stability passed down collective agency at the expense
of bodiesSomeone’s
like mine. little problem, my big problem.
My fluorescent
nails scratching
surface
of crushed earth.
They probably
takethe
it for
granted.
Earth that birthed a system, system of self destruct.
Financial stability passed down collective agency at
Systematic systems systematically Cisgendered.
the
expense
of
bodies
like
mine.
Big sissy.
Big me. My fluorescent nails scratching the surface of
Does onecrushed
just pray earth.
in hope for hopes sake.
Existing for proof, this organic organ slowly melting,
Earth that birthed a system, system of self destruct.
A privilege to see,
Systematic
systems
systematically
Cisgendered.
Through these brown eyes.
Big
sissy. but in awe of dreams come true.
Weep not
of despair
Our realities
to create what we see now in present
Big intertwined
me.
time.
Does one just pray in hope for hopes sake.
Suffering to preserve our magic of manifestation.
Existing
for
proof,
this
organic
organ
slowly
meltLand as capital, my words and image making a future market in

ing,
A privilege to see,
Through these brown eyes.
Weep not of despair but in awe of dreams come
true.
Our realities intertwined to create what we see now
in present time.
Suffering to preserve our magic of manifestation.
Land as capital, my words and image making a future market

in andinofand
itself.of itself.
My ephemera
of
existence
a
future
product.
My ephemera of existence a future product.
Waiting for capitalism to grow an interest in my story.
Waiting
for
capitalism
to
grow
an
interest
in
my
Consistently horny for a complete understanding, but no be
story.
content
in not knowing.
I broke
a branch withhorny
my 3 inch
Consistently
forheel,
a complete understanding,
Should
I
sell
that
broken
branch,
add
a
bright
red
bow,
and
at
but no be content in not knowing.
what cost.
I
broke
a
branch
with
my
3
inch
heel,
Capitalize in my trauma,
Shouldloves
I sellmythat
broken
branch,
add
a bright red
The audience
trauma,
but what
if I was
content.
Sigh. bow, and at what cost.
BeliefCapitalize
moves mountains.
in my trauma,
I
The
audience
loves
my
trauma,
but
what
if
I
was
A testament to your fears, but also to your understanding
content.
As I absorb
your worries I worry too.
Concepts
Sigh.meant to kill, most selling screams to pay the bills.
A generation
consistently
unpacking.
Belief moves mountains.
If only that organic lifestyle was so accessible.
I
A lifestyle I yearn to be apart of.
A testament
to yourmy
fears,
butfamily.
also to your underThankful
for my community,
chosen
Breaking
silence
standing
Breaking
bread
with
one
another.
As I absorb your worries I worry too.
When we see our sisters suffer how must we act in their presConcepts
meant
to
kill,
most
selling
screams
to
ence.
the
Whatpay
do we
do?bills.

A generation consistently unpacking.
If only that organic lifestyle was so accessible.
A lifestyle I yearn to be apart of.
Thankful for my community, my chosen family.
Breaking silence
Breaking bread with one another.
When we see our sisters suffer how must we act in
their presence.
What do we do?
Freedom made me selfish.
Freedom made me thirsty.
Freedom made me believe.
Freedom made me Marcel.

I ( Written for someone in the audience)
I
Like me,
Not you, but me the person in front of you. When you look
at me what do you think about. What’s my history? How do
you think I feel right now. Talk to me in 30 minutes and ask.
I. Yes I. Was born. Out of a womb. Not a mans arse. Like literally birthed. Outta mama. My mama was birthed out the
same. What’s the history of this space your race. Feelings
of controlled beings. I have a dog but I don’t have a dog, do
you want me to have a dog? Or a cat. I want to make you
happy. My bank account wants me to feel. A certain type
of way. Ask the person to your left what’s in there bank account. A black and white painting of numbers, of everyone’s
bank balances. Who in the room is the richest and who is
poorest. Let’s play caste system. Don’t you love a good casting. It’s LA. Perception. Deception. Constipation. Condensation. How much was your water bill. Back track. That
painting of your bank account just sold to a bald white guy.
You made half the profit. His advisor advised him 2. What
great advice! Anyways just wanted to let you know. I’m possessed, by Marcel. His spirit is in me. Isn’t that weird. It’s like
he’s here but he’s not. Like. Would I say something like this?
Maybe I would. Fuck. When you take a shit what do you
think about. Do you go on your phone. Is there skat in all
our phones. Eww. Shits are pretty transcending. I wrote this
while pooping, at an art fair in Mexico. Ok. Ok. Ok. Life is
crazy right now but I want to leave you with this. Live your
fucking life right and respect one another and keep fighting
white supremacy. This body is so limiting.

Y Tu Que?!
QUE-QUE-QUE
QUE-QUE-QUE
Y TU QUE?!
Opened portals
What a consideration
An assembly room full of souls, my civil duty.
Projected purple spheres
Crisped Bones. Ashes. My home.
I feel myself in you
Those mountains are my home.
The ocean is where we were born
Tus lagimas, yo los siento
Seemingly rough but here to hold your hand.
No such thing as simple notions
Your car was blessed my curse
Cursed breath.
Cursed lungs.
Black stained truths.
Without sight
Don’t fucking touch her!
Don’t fucking touch him!
Power, used for gain, but remember they will meet
their maker. The trickster laughs when mad men
fall.
Into depths of shadows
A dark future
In new dimensions, After this life.
Don’t fucking touch me!

No surprise.
This game of power
Sustained by privilege, the cracked neck of chickens life.
A future for this tortured soul
Don’t worry sons, daughters, and mothers
Trust loves worth
My broken wings will bring those that are evil to
their knees.
Don’t fucking touch her!
Don’t fucking touch him!
Your desire cannot be sustained,
Don’t you realize this place your in is contained.
Nowadays we step on broken glass.
A bitter sweet feeling.
Through past, present, and future trauma I am
with you
Remember, those who have hurt you will feel my
rage.
It’s just the beginning for them
I can’t wait to show them pain.
The pain they caused.
The paint they’ve taught.
O yes, this rage will prickle down spines
A faint whisper, because the cursed have seen
nothing yet.
This smile is just the beginning of their bloody
sweat.

Revenge is what they’ll get
Either subtle in this reality,
Or of melted bones in the next.
Don’t fucking touch us!
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